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Women. - Public life as observed.

Kansas. April 1905.

I have just spent a week in Emporia, Burlington 30 miles 20 & Lawrence and put ideas & observations together in all three places I ask select women of women about suffrage & try and all unanimous in saying that it is the same question among which any great importance is alleged. I urge that they all vote.

At Lawrence Mrs. Marlin (of the Free State) speaks of the crusade and by their street meetings, parley etc. in the city there is sure to be a picture. I suppose the municipal suffrage came from the women initialed in temperance (Kate McKinn). Persons as far as 2 homes there think they are influenced little in any movement for matter, for a balance. In Emporia they little of the tuberculosis among the negroes there & the great need. 25 many of the houses they are in are infected but the women seem to leave home. No sleep li
ter three places destroyed. Their first thought it indeed not gone.
cessarily an expensive matter. Nor have they taken any steps towards spreading among the people the common devices for countering the spread of the disease. The value of the property is almost minimal. At Burlington, my Auntie went to see. I asked in the way what the value was—It was 'parch' i.e. 'no pack.' An old house with 10 acres of beautiful land well stocked with live stock had been given the city for the library. A patch of the country was allotted about taking it on account of the expense i.e. because the building was not convenient. It would be better if women would be particularly interested in this. Not very many women paid any attention to the matter. In Lawrence the school house i.e. which her home was built around her little girl was badly rundown. But nothing was done during the war in all these matters. Only a few women's clubs attempted studying history et cetera. But few of them placed much emphasis on ability (ability to foster interest).
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At Lawrence one of the prep. tells me that
a unit was suppressed. I heard me
say at chapel: He felt an anarchy in the
air. Show up within the democracy and
expel democracy. One semester didn't
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I am impressed particularly with
the initiative - the stiffness - the
lack of initiative - at the same time
with the helpfulness - the women in
Burlington - the boys - the girls -
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gave - the same in Suffern - the
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nice. Perhaps much of the initiative
is simple pride and determination
well bottomed - the helpfulness -
the lack of initiative - great absorption
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